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Age of Enlightenment 
Track 17 – Disc 1 

 
The Age of Enlightenment was a cultural 
movement of intellectuals of the 17th and 18th 
centuries; which first began in Europe and later 
in the American colonies. Its purpose was to 
reform society using reason. 
 
Science gives us technology  
And that’s a fact 
But way back no one wanted  
To be a part of that 
European life was ruled by tradition 
And religion and old superstitions 
 
Verse 1 
Early on they studied nature and astronomy 
Later on philosophy  
Then whole new technologies 
Now their eyes are open  
I think they starting to get it 
Enter Isaac Newton  
The Father of Modern physics 
An object that is in motion 
Is always gonna keep going 
Unless an external force applies  
And then it’s slowing 
Force is mass times acceleration  
As we know it 
Every action has an equal  
Opposite reaction for it 
Small discoveries led to bigger questions 
So they came up with the scientific method 
Specific steps  
That you can perform a test with 
Then you can believe  
The results that you were left with 
Ask a question, then do your homework 
Develop a hypothesis 
And how it’s gonna work 
Test your theory out by doing an experiment 
Then analyze and draw a conclusion 
From your experience 

Chorus  
This is our history 
We gotta get this right man   
This is a song about 
The Age of the Enlightenment 
Reformation 
As the times keep changing 
Science and technology 
Is how we keep creating 
 
Repeat Chorus 
 
Verse 2 
The intellectuals saw things differently 
They used reason to solve life’s mysteries 
Their viewpoint set a new course for history 
And it paved the way  
For people to think critically 
The 17th century 
Their knowledge wasn’t much 
In respect to understanding things 
They can see and touch 
What I’m implying  
Is they didn’t study science 
Cause life was all about  
Just duty and compliance 
The church thought  
Enlightenment was garbage 
You can’t find universal truth through logic 
All of truth of knowledge  
Was in church not college 
Other skeptics tried to stop it 
But they couldn’t kill the topic 
The Enlightenment influenced the colonies  
It changed thinking and it led to democracy  
It directly influenced the Constitution 
And its ideas sparked our revolution 
 
Repeat Chorus 


